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On 11-16-84, at 0150, 0202, 0400, 0505, and 0605, automatic isolations of the
Units 1 and 2 common Control Building Ventilation System occurred, per design,
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due to respective actuations of the system air intake plenum chlorine
detector, 2X-AT-2977. In each case, the subject isolations were revealed

, through appropriate Control Room alarm annunciations and indications. , , .

! Appropriate plant area inspections showed chlorine alarm conditions did not
| exist. After each event, the detector was reset and the system returned to

! operation. During each event, the redundant detector, 1X-AT-2977, did not
| actuate. Unit 1 was in cold shutdown and Unit 2 was at 90 percent power.

The cause of each event could not be determined. The 2X detector had no
electrolyte drip rate, attributed to algae growth within the detector
resulting from utilizing demineralized water in the electrolyte solution. A
functional test of the 1X detector showed the detector drip rate needed
a.djustment and it could not be determined if it would have actuated in ,

response to a chlorine condition. Both subject detectors were cleaned,
functionally tested, and returned to service.

The subject detectors will be functionally tested weekly to ensure
operability. An evaluation to replace these detectors and modify the system
logic is in progress. Additional plant surveillance requirements have been .

imposed to help ensure subject system operability.
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On November 16, 1984, at 0150, 0202, 0400, 0505, and 0605, automatic
isolations of the Units 1 and 2 common Control Building Ventilation System
occurred, per the system design, due to actuations of the system air intake
plenum chlorine detector, 2X-AT-2977. The isolations were made aware to the
duty Control Operator through appropriate Control Room alarm annunciations and
indications. After each system isolation, appropriate plant area inspections
were performed which showed that chlorine alarm conditions did not exist, the
detector was reset, and the system was returned to operation. At the time of
the subject system isolations, the redundant system chlorine detector,
1X-AT-2977, did not actuate. Unit I was in reactor cold shutdown and Unit 2
was operating at 90 percent reactor power. In addition, prior to these events
on November 15, 1984, at 2345, an operability test of the Control Building /
Chlorination Building Chlorine Detection System, PT-46.3P, had been performed.
This was done at the request of the Operations Shift Foreman following the
discovery that the detector power indicating light to the 2X-AT-2977 detector
was not lit. Performance of the PT had verified operability of the detector
and that the detector power indicating light bulb had been burned out.

An investigation was indeterminate in revealing the cause of each subject
event. It was revealed that the 2X-AT-2977 detector had no electrolyte
solution drip rate and the detector electrode and glass orifice were dry. The
lack of drip rate within the detector is attributed to an algae growth within
the detector glass orifice on the top surface of the detector wick. The cause
of the algae growth is believed to have resulted from the use of plant
demineralized water in the detector electrolyte solution. Appropriate plant
procedures require the use of distilled water with the detector electrolyte
solution. A calibration check of the IX-AT-2977 detector revealed the detector
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had a lower than specified drip rate. In addition, it is not known whether
this detector, as a result of the low drip rate, would have actuated upon an
actual chlorine alarm condition. During prior performance of PT-46.3P, some,_ .*adjustment of the detectors' drip rates including cleaning of the detectors
orifice and wick area had been required.

Both detectors, Wallace & Tiernan Part No. 50-125, were cleaned, functionally
tested, and returned to service.

As a result of these events and a design review of the Control Building
Emergency Ventilation System, which was reported in LER 1-84-33, 1(2)-AT-2977
detectors will be tested on a weekly versus a normal monthly periodicity. In

addition, an evaluation is in progress concerning replacement of these
detectors with others of different design. Also, power to these detectors
will be verified on at least a once per-shift schedule (eight hours) until
appropriate design changes to the Chlorine Detection System are implemented.
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CP&L
Carolina Power & Light Company

Brunswick Steam Electric Plant
P. O. Box 10429

Southport, NC 28461-0429

January 4, 1985

FILE: B09-13510C
SERIAL: BSEP/84-2799

NRC Document Control Desk
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555

BRUNSWICK STEAM ELECTRIC PIANT UNIT 1
DOCKET NO. 50-325
LICENSE NO. DPR-71

LICENSEE EVENT REPORT 1-84-32

Gentlemen:

In accordance with Title 10 to the Code of Federal Regulations, the enclosed
Licensee Event Report is submitted. In a letter dated December 14, 1984,
Serial: BSEP/84-2725, it was conveyed that this report would be submitted on
or before January 4, 1985. This report is in accordance with the format set
forth in NUREG-1022, September 1983.

Very truly yours,

'yi

C. R. Dietz, General Manager
Brunswick Steam Electric Plant

MJP/dgr/LETDR1

Enclosure

cc: Mr. R. C. DeYoung
Mr. J. P. O'Reilly
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